
RE - Year 3 Yearly Plan – Focus: Christianity and Hinduism 
 
 
 
Autumn 1 

 Exploring Me and Us 
 
AT1: Beliefs and teachings, consider the ways in 
which members of faith communities describe their 
understanding of God/gods. 
AT2: Values and Commitments, religious codes of 
conduct and rules for living, considering the effect of 
these on life. 

Christianity - To study the school/class rules, rules at home and why they are necessary and 
important. 
To discuss the roles people play in their everyday lives. Link to self managers. 
To discuss what they believe God is like and why He is special to Christians. To consider how 
God has been portrayed in art and how this builds up a character for God. 
Hinduism – To introduce the AUM symbol. What do Hindus teach their children about god? 
Look at the many different names for the one god. Why is family important to Hindus and 
what values are important? 

 
Autumn 2 

Exploring Festivals and Times 
 
AT2: to understand what it means to belong to groups 
and how believers demonstrate commitment to a faith 
group 

Hinduism - to research a variety of Hindu festivals including Divali, Holi and Arti. To read and 
discuss the story of Rama and Sita and how it is linked to the Hindu festival of Divali. 
Christianity - To learn about the story of the Nativity. Focus on the Angel Gabriel bringing 
news about the baby Jesus to Mary. Explore a range of pictures of angels and discuss pupil’s 
own ideas about angels. Focus on the angels bringing the news of the birth to the shepherds. 
Look at and discuss the words of ‘While shepherds watched their flocks by night.’ Write their 
own poem to describe the way the shepherds might have felt. Discuss how news is 
transmitted at Christmas. Look at Christmas cards - short printed message, or long newsy 
personal message. Make a Christmas card or collaborative painting, depicting the angels and 
the shepherds. What messages would they like to give about others at Christmas? 

 
Spring 1 

Exploring People 
 
AT1: Pupils will have knowledge and understanding of 
some key figures and know of people whose lives 
have been influenced or changed by religious beliefs  
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness, understanding 
and respect for the continuing affect such people 
have on beliefs and ideas of others and ourselves  

The life and death of Jesus. 
- Stories of Jesus 
- The significance of Jesus for Christians and their belief in salvation 
- New Testament saints such as St. Paul, The Celtic Cornish Saints, John Wesley, a black 
Christian such as Joel Edwards or Jason Robinson,  a Christian celebrity and organisations 
such as the White Cross Mission 
- The role of the bishop/ priest/ deacon; pastor/ minister 
- Listen to people of Christian denominations talking about their religious beliefs and values. 

 
Spring 2 

Exploring Places and Buildings 
 
AT 1: Religious practices and lifestyles, to learn about 
places of religious importance, preferably exploring 
through visits, the way each place is used and its 
meaning and significance. 

Christianity - To identify places which are special to us. Research different types of Christian 
churches and describe their features. 
To tell the Easter story and discuss its significance to Christians. Study the events leading up 
to the Crucifixion, naming the festivals which take place in the UK (Lent, Shrove Tuesday, 
Ash Wednesday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday and Easter Sunday) and their relevance. 
Hinduism - How do Hindus worship both at home (Puja) and in the Mandir. What is the role of 
the shrine in a Hindu home? What are the features of a Mandir? 

 
Summer 1 

Exploring Books and Stories 
 
AT1: to learn about books which are precious or 
important and to be made aware of ways in which 
sacred texts are regarded, handled and read by the 
members of faith groups. 

Christianity - Identify a variety of books which teach us things e.g. instruction manuals, school 
books, cookery books etc. Children to bring in or share a book which is important to them. 
Look at a Bible and discuss its layout, identify the books of the bible and discuss why it is 
important to Christians. Mary Jones, guidance in times of need etc. 
Hinduism - Hindus have many special books which help them in their daily lives. Read stories 
from the Vedas, e.g. 'the God and the wicked witch'. Look at a child friendly version of the 
Mahabharata (the Song of God). Re-read the story of Rama and Sita from Divali. How do 
these books guide Hindus? 

 
Summer 2 

Exploring the World 
AT1: Pupils will have an understanding of the 
messages and meanings of accounts of creation from 
the religions studied. 
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness of links between 
their own and others’ values and commitments to the 
environment. 
 

Compare the Christian and Hindu creation stories. To explore the Christian and Hindu attitude 
to the protection of the Earth. Discuss the different ways in which people can help to protect 
the world and the environment. Feedback children’s ideas and discuss. Look at Christians 
and the Environment power point on the system. Discuss children’s thoughts and opinions. 
Should only Christians be concerned with the environment or is it something every-one 
should be part of? 
Tear Fund, Christian Aid and Cafod. 

 



 
RE - Year 4 Yearly Plan - Focus Christianity and Sikhism 
 
 
 
Autumn 1 

Exploring Me and Us 
AT1: Beliefs and Teachings 
To describe a variety of practices and the ways of life 
in religions and understand how these stem from, and 
are closely connected with, beliefs and teachings. 
AT2: to understand what it means to belong to groups 
and how believers demonstrate commitment to a faith 
group. 

Christianity - create a mind map of what the children already know about different faiths and 
especially Christianity. Discuss how there are many faiths in Britain. Recap on why rules are 
important, link to SEAL. What values do the children believe to be important in their lives 
which help them get along with other people? 
Sikhism - what do the 5Ks tell us about Sikhism? Introduce Guru Gobind Singh, exploring the 
story of the Khalsa and discover the origin of the 5Ks. Study the meaning of the 5Ks and their 
purpose. What makes a good teacher? Introduce the term Guru as a specific type of teacher 
for the Sikhs. Identify the 10 Gurus. 

Autumn 2 Exploring Festivals and Times 
AT2: to understand what it means to belong to groups 
and how believers demonstrate commitment to a faith 
group 

Sikhism - Known as Gurpurb includes Vaisakhi (harvest festival), Bandi Chhor Divas(Diwali),  
Guru Nanak Gurpurab. Explore a Sikh wedding and look at how babies names are chosen. 
Christianity - Christmas - Look at the diversity of Advent and Christmas around the world. 
How do the children celebrate Christmas at home? Children research how Advent and 
Christmas are celebrated in a different country. Pupils explore the four themes of Advent – 
hope, peace, love and joy. What do pupils hope for others? Who do they 
wish peace upon? Explore what the world would be like if it was full only of love. How can the 
people of the world create more joy? Display pupils work, using for example, candles. 

Spring 1 Exploring People 
AT1: Pupils will investigate the significance of 
religious leaders on local, national and global 
communities and their relationship to their followers  
AT2: Pupils will reflect on people as sources of 
inspiration in their own and other people’s lives  

What is the role of the Granthi? What costume does he wear to show this position? Compare 
the Granthi’s role to a Christian priest or vicar.  Compare Sikh and Christian weddings. 
Research what happens at a Christening- how do Sikhs choose their children’s names and 
the importance of symbolism.  

 
 
Spring 2 

Exploring Places and Buildings 
AT1: Religious practices and lifestyles, to learn about 
places of religious importance, preferably exploring 
through visits, the way each place is used and its 
meaning and significance. 

Sikhism - the importance of the Gudwara. Research the Gudwara, where are they found and 
how can they be identified? How do people behave in a Gudwara and why? Research the 
purpose of a Langar (canteen/communal area). Focus on Sewa (service with humility), 
equality, sharing with others, non-discrimination and community. Identify the Sikh values 
based upon the use of the Gudwara by the community. 
Christianity - Easter 
The Temptation of Christ. Have you ever been tempted to do something you shouldn't? How 
did you feel? Did you do it? Did your actions affect others and how? Tell the story of the 
temptation of Christ in the wilderness and how this is linked to Lent. 

 
 
Summer 1 

Exploring Books and Stories 
AT1: to describe the key aspects of religions, 
especially the people, stories and traditions that 
influence the beliefs and values of others. 

Christianity - the Parables. Why did Jesus use parables in His teaching? Look at a variety of 
parables and determine their meaning. 
Pupils study at least two parables, e.g. The woman who lost a coin (Luke 15:8)  The 
insistent widow (Luke 18:1)  A man who built a tower (Luke 14:28)  The Sower 
(Mark 4:3)  The Good Samaritan (Luke 10:25)  The Prodigal Son (Luke 15:11)  
Sikhism - introduce the sacred book for Sikhs, the Guru Granth Sahib, linking it to the beliefs 
and practices of Sikhs. Pupils to handle Sikh artefacts especially a chauri. Explain that the 
Guru Granth Sahib is the highest authority for Sikhs. Discuss: who or what are the authorities 
in the pupils lives? How do pupils show respect for those authorities? 

Summer 2 Exploring the World 
AT1: Pupils will have an understanding of the 
messages and meanings of accounts of creation from 
the religions studied. 
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness of links between 
their own and others’ values and commitments to the 
environment. 

Compare how Christians and Sikhs accept a responsibility for looking after the planet. 
Research various faith charities and their work in other countries e.g Christian aid work in 
India and Khalsa Aid in India and Africa. 

 



 
 
RE - Year 5 Yearly Plan - Focus Christianity and Islam 
 
Autumn 1 Exploring Me and Us 

AT2: Values and commitments 
To learn about religious codes of conduct 
and rules of living, considering the 
effect of these on life. 

Briefly revise rules for a new school year. Which rules do they follow during the school day? 
How do rules shape their everyday lives? What happens without rules? 
Discuss any codes for behaviour that pupils may have encountered (for example, school’s 
Golden Rules). ‘Balancing the Scales’ – pupils reflect upon their actions during the last school 
year. Draw a set of weighing scales fill one side with 
illustrations or explanations of, ‘things I am proud of’ and the other side with, ‘things I am 
sorry for’. Which side is heaviest? Examine the laws outlined in The Ten Commandments, 
which are part our laws today? What would happen if there were no rules? 
Islam - Introduce the Five Pillars of Islam, explain each one linking the Muslim beliefs to 
pupil’s own lives, eg. ‘All the time I believe…’, ‘Every day, I intend to …’, ‘If I chose to be 
generous, I would...’, ‘My ambition for the next year is…’, ‘In my lifetime, I hope to…’. 
family life and community 

Autumn 2 Exploring Festivals and Times 
AT2: to understand what it means to belong to groups 
and how believers demonstrate commitment to a faith 
group 

Islam - Eid and Ramadan 
Christianity - Advent - A period of waiting. Discuss Advent as a period of waiting. Explain how 
Advent is observed in churches - focus on the weekly lighting of candles. Research the 
significance of the advent wreath. Jesus is the light of the world. Examine the idea of Jesus 
as, ‘the true light that gives light to all’. How is light used in the story of the birth of Jesus? For 
example, at the appearance of angels, the guiding star, the images of mother and child 
bathed in light. Use painting Mystic Nativity by Sandro Botticelli. Discuss the relative sizes of 
the key figures in the Nativity, for example, would Joseph bump his head if he stood up? 

Spring 1 Exploring People 
AT1: Pupils will have knowledge and understanding of 
some key figures and know of people whose lives 
have been influenced or changed by religious beliefs 
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness, understanding 
and respect for the continuing affect such people 
have on beliefs and ideas of others and ourselves 
(AT2) 

Islam – research the life of Mohammed and his importance to Muslims through his connection 
to the Qu’ran. 
Christianity – research the different Christian denominations in the local area and what they 
consider to be important in their beliefs. (Baptist, evangelical, catholic, Methodist) 
Look at the work of Wesley and the Methodist movement. 

Spring 2 Exploring Places and Buildings 
AT1: Religious Practices and lifestyles 
To understand about places of religious 
importance, preferably exploring 
through visits, the way each place is 
used and its meaning and significance; 

Islam -The Mosque and the Musulla. Remind pupils of Muhammad’s special thinking 
place (Mount Hira). Ask pupils which places are special to them. Explain that the mosque is 
important to Muslims, with the first mosque being built in Medina. Explore the mosque. Label 
a drawing of the outside of a typical mosque, including dome and minaret (tower). Who goes 
there and why? How do Muslims behave in a mosque? Show a musulla (prayer mat). Explore 
how it is used to make any place into a special place. Consider the way it is used to show 
respect (facing Mecca, removing shoes, covering head). Design their own musulla showing 
all the features.  
Christianity - Easter - Explore images of the Stations of the Cross as a way of telling this part 
of the story. Explain that Roman Catholics visit each of them in church during a Good Friday 
service. Place these events in correct order on a timeline, for example, birth, lost in temple 
(during Passover), baptism, temptation in the wilderness, Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, 
Good Friday and Easter Sunday. Read about the events of Holy Week. 

Summer 1 Exploring Books and Stories 
AT1: to describe the key aspects of religions, 
especially the people, stories and traditions that 
influence the beliefs and values of others. 
 
AT1: Beliefs and Teachings 

Islam - The Books of Guidance:  
Scrolls of Ibrahim, Tawrah, Zabur (the Book of Psalms), Injil (New Testament) and the 
Qur’an. Research the Messengers/Prophets of Allah starting with Adam and ending with 
Muhammad. Discuss the messages being conveyed in the stories and whether they are 
relevant to people today, not just Muslims. Why might Muslims get upset if they thought that 
the Prophet was being insulted? To what extent should non-Muslims show respect to the 



To study stories of the lives of key religious 
people, the significance of these in 
their own lives and in the lives of believers today. 

Qu'ran as a sacred book for Muslims? How do Muslims show respect for the Qu'ran? 
Christianity - Explore the Miracles of Jesus. Feeding of the 5000, raising Lazarus from the 
dead, turning water into wine etc. 

Summer 2 Exploring the World 
AT1: Pupils will have an understanding of the 
messages and meanings of accounts of creation from 
the religions studied. 
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness of links between 
their own and others’ values and commitments to the 
environment. 

- Accounts of creation found in Genesis 1 - 3 from an Islamic perspective 
- The celebration of Harvest Festival, Rogation Sunday, Sea Sunday, Plough Sunday and 
other local celebrations such as The Blessing of the Fleet in certain fishing communities 
- Work of Christians in protecting the environment and responding to poverty locally, 
nationally and globally, e.g. Tear Fund, Christian Aid, CAFOD etc 

 
 
 
RE - Year 6 Yearly Plan - Focus Christianity and Judaism 
 
 
Autumn 1 Exploring Me and Us 

AT2: Values and commitments 
To learn about religious codes of conduct 
and rules of living, considering the 
effect of these on life. 

Discuss the purpose of rules. If you were in charge what rules would you make? Study the 
story of Adam and Eve and the concept of sin. Discuss the value of friendship with the pupils 
as a means of promoting goodness. Have you ever had a friendship which you really 
cherished and valued? Why did you highly regard this friendship? What do you consider are 
the most important elements of friendship? Do you think most people consider friendship to 
be important? If you wanted to encourage peace and friendship in the world, would you start 
by changing yourself or other people? 
Judaism - Pupils draw symbols, Star of David (six - pointed star) and a cross. Around the 
points of each symbol pupils should write one point that they already know about each 
religion. In the centre of each symbol pupils should write one question which they can explore 
through the unit. The points can form the basis of a pre-planning discussion about 
forthcoming learning. The symbols can be displayed as the start of a growing display. Explain 
the shared past of Judaism and Christianity. Read/remind pupils of Old Testament stories, if 
possible find an opportunity to read an Old Testament story, for example: The story of the 
Exodus (Exodus 7-14), Daniel and the Lion's Den (Daniel 6). Introduce key religious 
vocabulary for both religions. 

Autumn 2 Exploring Festivals and Times 
AT1: Religious practices and lifestyles how religious 
festivals are related to key figures, events and stories 
and how these are celebrated within families and 
religious communities. 

How is light symbolic in some religious celebrations?  
Judaism - Hannukah ‘Feast of Lights’ Re-tell or dramatise the story of Hannukah, highlight the 
miraculous way in which the oil lasted for eight days. Link the story to the eight-day 
celebration of Hannukah - the festival of lights. Show a Hannukiah (9-branched candelabra). 
Demonstrate how a Hannukiah is lit. The one taller candle (Shamas) lights the other candles. 
One candle is lit first day, two second day and so on until all 8 candles are lit. Discuss some 
of the traditional elements of the festival for example, playing the Dreidle game, gifts, fried 
foods, especially latkes and doughnuts. 
Christianity - the story of the Nativity. What is the difference between the sacred and secular 
Christmas? What would a Christian think Christmas should be about? Should Christmas be 
banned for people who are non-Christian?  Class debate: “Christmas must be banned for all 
those who are not Christians”. 

Spring 1 Exploring People 
AT1: Pupils will investigate the significance of 
religious leaders on local, national and global 
communities and their relationship to their followers  
AT2: Pupils will reflect on people as sources of 
inspiration in their own and other people’s lives   
 

Think about personal heroes and how they influence the way you express your personality 
(clothes, hair etc) Design and label a poster which depicts two images of a hero of their 
choice. An outside view (physical attributes) and an inside view (human qualities). Research 
one of the following: the life of Moses, the life of Rabbi Akiva and other rabbis from the 
Talmudic times, the lives and stories of the Baal Shem Tov and Rabbi Nachman of Breslov, 
the lives of Rabbis Leo Baeck and Hugo Gryn 
 Christianity – research an Arch bishop, what is their role in the church? Look at famous 
celebrities who are Christians, how do their beliefs affect their daily lives? 



 
Spring 2 Exploring Places and Buildings 

AT1: Religious Practices and lifestyles 
To understand about places of religious 
Importance, the way each place is used and its 
meaning and significance. 
 
 

Explore  the features of a synagogue and compare to a Christian church. Explore Jerusalem 
and how many faiths regard it as a Holy place for their beliefs. Research the reasons why 
Jews see it as a Holy place and why Christians do as well. How do the 2 faiths get along? 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre and the Wailing Wall. 
Easter - What common themes do Passover and Easter have in common? Give the following 
examples of themes common to Passover and Easter. For example, Suffering, Rejection, 
Sacrifice, God’s Love, Endings and New Beginnings, Freedom; ask pupils to write what 
happened in Passover and what happened at Easter linked to the given theme for example, 
Suffering – The Jews suffered when they were slaves in Egypt and Jesus suffered when he 
was whipped and crucified. 

Summer 1 Exploring Books and Stories 
AT1: to describe the key aspects of religions, 
especially the people, stories and traditions that 
influence the beliefs and values of others. 
AT1: Beliefs and Teachings 
To study stories of the lives of key religious 
people, the significance of these in 
their own lives and in the lives of believers today. 

Key figures in the Jewish religion - Esther – Purim - listen to the story of 
Esther. Identify the key characters, for example, Esther, her cousin, Haman, 
the King. What themes are in this story? Bravery, hatred, fear. In pairs discuss words to 
describe Esther’s personality and then share as a class. Read extract of story. Role-play the 
way Jews celebrate Purim by listening to the story whilst making noises when Haman’s name 
is mentioned. Ask pupils - How would you cope in Esther’s situation? Would you stand before 
the King knowing that entering his palace uninvited could cause death? The story of Moses. 

Summer 2 Exploring  the World 
AT1: Pupils will have an understanding of the 
messages and meanings of accounts of creation from 
the religions studied. 
AT2: Pupils will have an awareness of links between 
their own and others’ values and commitments to the 
environment. 

- Accounts of creation found in Genesis 1 - 3 from a Jewish perspective. Examine the link 
between the Judeo – Christian creation story and the weekly observance of Sabbath 
(Shabbat). (Remind pupils of the start of the Jewish year and Rosh Hashanah). 
Research – develop own questions beginning with, Who? What? Why? Where? When? How? 
To find out how the Sabbath is observed in the home and the synagogue. 
Define ‘work’ and ‘rest’ discuss the forthcoming holiday, how do pupils rest? What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of weekly rest? 
Work of Christians in protecting the environment and responding to poverty locally, nationally 
and globally, e.g. Tear Fund, Christian Aid, CAFOD etc 

 


